
 
Oman Dive Center – A perfect place to enjoy and relax the nature 

 
 

 

 
 
 
Oman Dive Center is a family friendly Resort located in a beautiful idyllic bay.  ODC 

offers accommodation in a traditional with air conditioned huts, which are situated 
directly at the sandy and calm beach of the bay. Of course the heart of our lodge is 

the spacious fully equipped dive centre, under professional and friendly 
management. Fully licensed Odyssey restaurant and Arabic style beach tent add 
flavor to the beautiful resort.  

 
Looking for more adventure? At ODC you can engage in several water sports, 

including diving, snorkeling, dive courses, dolphin watching, Sunset dhow cruise, 
kayak and so on. The dive excursions starting from the ODC jetty and are operated 
by the “Stingray” (capacity 25 divers) as well as with 3 speed boats. There are 20 

fantastic dive spots, all to be reached in between 5 minutes and 1.5 hours. On the 
schedule are two tank dives in the forenoon and a single dive in the afternoon to 

show guests the amazing variety of the Gulf of Oman and the Arabian Sea. The dive 
areas are arranged in various groups of reefs with ideal depths of 9 – 15 meters. 
The opulence of fish in the seas around the Sultanate of Oman is well known as one 

of the biggest and versatile around the world. One of the main attractions is the 
wreck “Al Munasir”, with a length of 85 meters. The wreck-specialty is also provided 

by the dive center. The unique experience for all levels of divers, the natural eco 
system that enables the Dimaniyat Islands to flourish is a wonder in itself.  
 

 



 
 

 

 
 

 
 
ODC offers diving courses in different levels and different languages. Our capable 

and well trained instructors give training curses according to PADI standards in 
Arabic, English, German, French, Italian, and Dutch. We do snorkeling trips in the 

morning and afternoon. Oman is home to many Dolphins and Whale species.  We 
organize Dolphin & Whale Watching  and Costal Trips. Almost all year round dolphin 
can be found within close proximity to the cost. There are different species of 

whales and dolphins are identified along the coast of Oman.  The most common 
types are Spinner Dolphins, Bottlenose Dolphins, and Common Dolphins & Indo 

Pacific Humpback dolphins. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Oman Dive Center has 35 Barasti huts directly on its beautiful sandy beach for you 
to chill out and enjoy. These independent well maintained fully furnished Barasti 

huts are air conditioned and nice to watch the sunrise and sunset from its Varantha.  
 

Our fully licensed Odyssey Restaurant offers ethnic and international cuisine, beach 
barbeque and other special events. Fisherman warfare, Arabic night and so on and 
on is great attraction to walk-ins and in-house guests. Our wonderful Arabic style 

beach tent is the perfect place to relax with the nature to enjoy the serenity of our 
private bay, refresh yourself with a freslyh prepared fruit punch while watching 

your favorite sporting event. Oman Dive Center – Relax with nature.    
  


